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Warning	alert			
I	always	priori<zed	responding	to	TCAS	RA	over	a	
Warning	when	they	occurred	at	the	same	<me	
I	believe	that	having	both	a	Warning	alert	and	a	
TCAS	RA	alert	for	the	same	aircraH	IS	NOT	
necessary	
I	believe	that	having	a	Warning	alert	for	non-
coopera<ve	aircraH	IS	necessary	
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The	occurrence	of	a	Warning	alert	prior	to	a	TCAS	
RA	for	the	same	intruder	had	a	___	eﬀect	on	my	
ability	to	maintain	well	clear	
Percentage	of	<me	my	reac<on	to	a	Warning	alert	
was	interrupted	by	the	onset	of	a	TCAS	RA	(for	
the	same	intruder)		
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The	display	was	easy	to	understand	
The	display	provided	the	necessary	
informa<on	to	perform	a	maneuver	to	avoid	
an	NMAC	
I	trusted	the	accuracy	of	the	informa<on	
provided	by	the	display	
I	felt	I	had	enough	training	with	this	display	to	
be	able	to	operate	it	safely	
I	felt	that	the	TCAS	RA	text	box	was	necessary	
in	addi<on	to	the	VSI	and	aural	alert	
I	always	referred	to	the	TCAS	VSI	when	
responding	to	a	TCAS	RA	
DAA	Guidance	Bands	
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The	display	was	easy	to	use	
The	display	was	easy	to	understand	
The	display	provided	the	necessary	informa<on	to	
perform	a	maneuver	to	avoid	a	loss	of	well	clear	
I	trusted	the	accuracy	of	the	informa<on	provided	by	
the	display	
I	felt	I	had	enough	training	with	this	display	to	be	able	
to	operate	it	safely	
I	clearly	understood	which	alerted	traﬃc	caused	red	
and	yellow	DAA	guidance	bands	to	appear	
I	clearly	understood	which	non-alerted	traﬃc	caused	
red	and	yellow	DAA	guidance	bands	to	appear	
Red	bands	provided	clear	indica<on	of	an	imminent	
loss	of	well	clear	in	that	direc<on	
Yellow	bands	provided	clear	indica<on	of	a	predicted	
loss	of	well	clear	in	that	direc<on	
The	diﬀerence	between	the	DAA	guidance	bands,	WCR	
guidance	and	TCAS	RA	guidance	was	always	clear	
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The	green	bands	provided	clear	indica<on	of	a	
safe	maneuver	in	that	direc<on	
I	was	frequently	confused	by	the	presence	of	
green	bands	in	the	DAA	and	WCR	displays	
I	some<mes	found	it	diﬃcult	to	ﬁnd	a	safe	
maneuver	
I	feel	that	safe	maneuvers	should	be	indicated	by	
another	band	color	instead	of	not	showing	any	
bands	
The	absence	of	bands	provided	clear	indica<on	of	
a	safe	maneuver	in	that	direc<on	
I	was	frequently	confused	by	the	presence	of	
green	bands	in	the	DAA	and	TCAS	VSI	displays	
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prevent	an	imminent	loss	of	well	clear	was	
The	eﬀect	of	the	well	clear	recovery	guidance	text	box	
on	my	ability	to	reduce	the	severity	of	or	prevent	an	
imminent	loss	of	well	clear	was	
The	eﬀect	of	the	LIMITED	SUGGESTIVE	well	clear	
recovery	guidance	on	my	ability	to	reduce	the	severity	
of	or	prevent	an	imminent	loss	of	well	clear	was	
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Alert	Levels	
TCAS	RA	 Warning	 Correc<ve	 Preven<ve	
The	visual	display	of	this	alert	was	easy	to	
understand	
The	visual	display	of	this	alert	was	clearly	
dis<nguishable	from	the	other	visual	alerts	
The	icon	was	useful	for	maintaining	
separa<on	
Based	on	this	alert	I	would	likely	contact	ATC	
and	THEN	maneuver	
Based	on	this	alert	I	would	likely	maneuver	
and	THEN	contact	ATC	
This	auditory	alert	was	clearly	
dis<nguishable	from	other	auditory	alerts	
This	auditory	alert	was	useful	for	
maintaining	separa<on	
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Alert	Levels	
If	ownship	and	intruder	trajectories	
remained	unchanged,	this	alert	indicated	an	
eventual	loss	of	ATC	separa<on	
If	ownship	and	intruder	trajectories	
remained	unchanged,	this	alert	indicated	an	
eventual	loss	of	Well	Clear		
If	ownship	and	intruder	trajectories	remained	
unchanged,	this	alert	indicated	and	eventual	
collision,	collision	hazard,	or	NMAC	
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The	onset	of	this	alert	was	
